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The submitted thesis of Anastasia Vitalevna Kravchenko deals with i) the development 
of new capillary electromigration techniques, zone electrophoresis (CZE), electrokinetic 
chromatography (CEKC) and electrochromatography (CEC), using ionic liquid-based 
multifunctional capillary coatings, and ii) validation and application of the developed 
methods for high-efficient separation and high-sensitive analysis of important biologically 
active compounds and drugs in complex pharmaceutical and biological matrices. The topic 
of the thesis is very up-to-date and extremely important, because new techniques for the 
fast and highly sensitive analysis of biomolecules and drugs in complex matrices are very 
much needed. 

The author has set six challenging objectives: 

1. Development of synthesis of a covalent coating based on imidazolium cation with varying 
substituents and revealing the capabilities of such coatings in the determination of analytes 
of various nature (hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and enantiomers). 

2. Characterization of the covalently bonded coatings and determination of the factors 
influencing the electrophoretic separation (pH, composition and ionic strength of the 
background electrolyte). 

3. Synthesis of a modifier based on imidazolium cation and 13-cyclodextrin followed by its usage 
as a pseudostationary phase in the separation of hydrophobic analytes and drug 
enantiomers. 

4. Determination of characteristics in terms of limits of detection, separation efficiency and 
selectivity of the proposed approaches. 

5. Search for various options for in-capillary preconcentration in order to reduce the limits of 
detection of analytes and development of hybrid methods for enantiomers on-line 
preconcentration. 

6. Approbation of the regularities established on model systems in the analysis of biological 
liquids. 
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